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Configurable data import of multiple Excel
files
Technical task:
The task of the technical innovation is to provide the possibility of creating a summary of several Excel files.
Initial situation:
The popular spreadsheet program Microsoft Excel works with two-dimensional tables
that have rows and columns. Within these tables, data is usually stored in a line-oriented manner. The respective attributes are maintained in separate columns and
have column headings.
In practice, there may be more files in the same or similar pattern.
Not infrequently, users create files individually by inserting additional columns, for
example.
Now a summary of the data from several files is required. There are two files with the
following table contents, see figures 1 and 2.
Required is a summary of the table contents with the column headers „Project“,
„Project ID“, „2017“, „2018“ and „2019“. For the summary, however, only „current
projects“ should be listed.
The desired result would look like this, see Figure 3.
A common way to create such a view in Microsoft Excel would be to format each
table into the target format. Afterwards, the
Manually copy table contents into the summary.
This manual procedure for creating a summary from several Excel files is time consuming and not very reliable.
Excel does not provide a suitable function here.
Solution:
An additional functionality for the spreadsheet program imports the desired data
from selectable files and generates a summary.
The import is easily configurable and robust in the sense that the import functionality
can handle the individuality of the individual files, performs error checks and creates
an import protocol.
In addition, the import functionality offers an alternative line-oriented output form,
see Figure 4.
The description of the functionality is based on a sample application with the output
tables in Figures 1 and 2.
1. Installation of the import regulation
First, the import is configured.
A possible import rule is shown in Figure 4.
2. The column „B“ contains keywords whose meaning is further defined in column
„C“ or „Type“. Type „SS“ denotes a column heading named „Project“.
The importer will analyze all cells below for import in this defined column, see
Figure 5.
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3. An import of a line will only take place if there is no empty cell in this column.
Only the SS type may be assigned once. Optionally, a filter criterion for the line
to be read can be entered in column „G“. The filter criteria that apply in the
Microsoft Office environment apply:? for any Characters, * for any string, # for
numbers, and so on. For example, a filer criterion might look like this: „?? ## *“
This would allow the importer to read only lines that contain a keyword in the
o.g. Have format. That is, in the first and second place may be any character; in
third and fourth place a digit is expected and then a can
any expression. A valid name would be „BE77v“.
Type „S“ indicates column headings that the importer should read. In the sum
mary or output, another column heading can be selected in column „D“ or
„Output column header“ in the import rule.
The column number in the output is specified in column „F“. That is, the order of
the columns in the summary is individually adjustable.
In the column „G“ a data check can be entered. At a
Keyword of type „S“, the data to be read can be checked as to whether
it is a date or a number. Will not work specified, no check is made.
The result of the test will be in one Import log listed. Optionally, another test
specification could be defined here. Sometimes, in output tables, sums are formed
by formulas that you do not want to import. In the test specification, Excel
formulas to be defined (eg „= SUM“ or „= PARTIAL RESULTS“) could be used by
the Reading process can be excluded.
Of particular importance are the keywords of type „KB“ and „KE“. The importer
reads in the column of the keyword „SS“ all data below this column header. With
the type „KB“ the importer becomes the Start reading process from the specified
keyword. Is a Keyword specified with the type „KE“, the importer is only up to
Import this keyword. The keywords of type „KB“ and „KE“ are optional. Without
their specification the import of all data takes place below the column heading of
type „SS“. The column „H“ is only an explanation and has no effect on the import
process. The import rule can be saved for later re-use.
4. Selection of the files to be imported
This function consists of a selection dialog of files or complete folders in which the
files are located. The files to be imported are successively loaded into a list. That
is, for example, the files may be added from a folder or individual files in this list.
Possibly. You can also remove files from the import list here.
5. Further import configuration
Here the user is offered that the name of each imported line
The source file and / or the name of the worksheet is listed in the import.
6. Implementation of the import / result
The import is carried out or prepared according to the selected import files, the
import rule and the further configuration.
An Excel file can consist of several tables. The importer „reads“ every visible table.
If the column heading of type „SS“ is not on the Table sheet is found, the sheet is
not imported.
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6. Implementation of the import / result
The import is carried out or prepared according to the selected import files, the
import rule and the further configuration.
An Excel file can consist of several tables. The importer „reads“ every visible table.
If the column heading of type „SS“ is not on the Table sheet is found, the sheet is
not imported.
An import log gives information about the read files, tables and in
which areas the tables were read and gives errors if necessary.
Figure 6 shows the example from the import log of the two source files from
Figure 1 and 2 and the import rule.
7. In column A and B, the imported files and sheets are per line.
In column C and D is from which line and to which line the Import process has
been performed. If a data check is activated in the import rule, a message
indicating the cell address will be inserted in the output file if the check fails. In
the example shown, this was in cell H12, see Figure 7.
The result of the import process is shown in Figure 8.
According to the optional configuration for indicating the origin of the data, the file
name and the sheet name are included. The entry „* 600“ for „Facade Miller“ was
not imported because this cell content does not correspond to the specified format.
An alternative variant of the import rule generates a row-oriented output for the
keywords with the type „S“, see Figure 9.
For such an output, the type code „SZ“ is assigned in the import rule for the
keywords. The changes in the import rule are highlighted in yellow in Figure 11.
The data import writes the results into a normal Excel sheet, but the number of
rows is limited. If the import process exceeds this limit, multiple spreadsheets will be
created.
The dialog interface for the displayed import function is freely configurable.
The individual ideas abstractly refer to the intended function.
With the introduced import functionality data for one or more files can be read controlled from tables.
The systematic and automatic process avoids. a manual one
Compilation error. Unclean data can be checked during import. The import process
is logged.
Compared to a manual compilation creates a great time advantage.
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Process example:
Installation of the import regulation
The Excel tool is currently designed so that the import rules are created in the tool‘s
own worksheets. If another import rule is to be created, copy the worksheet. The
import process is started with the program button „Import Excel files according to
import rule“.
On the left in Figure 11 is a simple description; on the right in Figure 11 is the import
rule.
After the call „Import Excel files according to import rule“ a selection dialog for the
files to be read appears, see Figure 12. Individual files or folders can be selected, see
Figure 13.
As a result, all Excel files in the folder are transferred to the import list, see Figure 14.
In the selected example the file „Tab_3“ should be removed from the import list. This
is implemented using the corresponding „Remove selected entries“ button.
Possibly. Further options of the import are activated. In the example in Figure 15, the
output of the file name is selected and then the import is started.
presentation of results
After the import, a message will appear as shown in Figure 16.
The import result is in a new Excel file under the „Import“ worksheet, see Figure 17.
The import log is stored as a separate table (eg „Script 04.01.18“), see Figure 18.
Advantages:
<< Possibility of controlled reading of data from one or more tables.
<< Avoiding incorrect entries compared to manual copying.
<< Possibility of checking dirty data.
<< Report creation of the process.
<< Significant time and effort savings compared to manual copying.
<< Easier processing of the data in variant with line-oriented output.
<< Ability to save the import result on the Excel side as „csv“ file format.
Possible application:
<< Applicable in spreadsheet programs.

With the optional version of the line-oriented output, the data can be processed
more easily.
This also applies to Excel as well as to third-party systems. For example, the import
result can be saved on the Excel side as a „csv“ file format (considered as a universal
file format).
The technical implementation of this import functionality is exemplified using the
tool „Excel Collector“.
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Beispielablauf:
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